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In a survey carried out in March 196.7. questionnaires were sent to about 39
percent of the lawyers in New York State to find out their reactions to the TV serieS
'BEHIND THE LAW'. Of seven percent of the lawyers returning the questionnaires. one
half had seen at least one or two of the shows. and 12 percent had viewed ten or
more. Almost all of the respondents thought the programs served a specific need for
New York attorneys, and three-fourths of them thought that TV is either better than'
or 'about the same' as other media in continuing legal education. Most of the lawyers
considered the presentation good to excellent as a medium of instruction, and over
half of them thought that future TV series on law should deal with estates, criminal
law, trial, appeal. taxes. and real estates. A full and detailed report of the survey.
with questionnaires is furnished. (GO)
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INTRODUCTION

The survey was sent out in March 1967 to find out the

reactions of New York State attorneys to the continuing legal

education TV programs, "BEHIND THE LAW." This was a series

of ten programs which analyzed the laws passed by the 1966

session of the New York State Legislature which had practical

significance for practicing lawyers. The series was developed

by the New York School of Law at Buffalo and shown over tele-

vision in the metropolitan areas of the state. The survey

was mailed to two thousand of the five thousand one hundred

forty-six lawyers in New York State. This represents a sample

of about thirty-nine percent of the lawyers in the state. Of the

two thousand questionnaires that were sent out, three hundred

sixty-nine or about eighteen percent were returned. This

sample represents about seven percent of the lawyers in New York

State.

Table I gives the total number of lawyers in the largest

cities covered by the ETV station signals, the approximate

number surveyed from each city, and the approximate percentage

surveyed from each city.
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TABLE I

CITY *TOTAL NO. LAWYERS
(APPROXIMATE)
NO. SURVEYED PERCENTAGE

Niagara Falls 120 120 100%
Buffalo 1520 370 24%
Rochester 1080 540 50%
Syracuse 800 255 32%
Auburn 70 70 100%
Utica 260 130 50%
Rome 52 52 100%
Schenectady 270 135 50%
Albany 750 250 33%
Troy 210 105 50%
Rensselaer 14 14 100%

TOTAL 514 6 2000 39%

*According to NIY. La wyers Diary And Manual, 1966.
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Usually, some questions were not answered by all respondents,

so that the total number a,:swering each question varied from

the total response. For example, three hundred sixty-nine ques-

tionnaires were returned, but only one hundred forty-three

answered question number two. Thus the "base" for question

number two was one hundred forty-three, and the percentages given

for the various responses to question two were not based on the

total number of questionnaires (three hundred sixty-nine).

Rather, the responses were based on the number who answered

that question which was one hundred forty-three. The base varied

from question to question and was given with each question.



SUMMARY

1. In the past year have you seen any continuing legal educa-

tion TV programs?

About half of the lawyers who returned the survey had seen

at least one of the shows.

If you have viewed these programs, how many?

Half of the lawyers viewed one or two and twelve percent

viewed ten or more.

2. Where have you usually viewed these programs?

Most of the lawyers viewed the programs at home.

3. Over what channel(s) have you seen them?

Most of the lawyers saw the programs over UHF.

4. How did you find out about the TV series?

Most of the lawyers learned of the TV series through the

county bar association.

5. Do you feel the programs serve a specific need for N.Y.

attorneys?

Almost all lawyers answered yes.

6. Of the programs you have seen, which did you appreciate

the most and why?

The most popular show was "Amendments to the Uniform

Commercial Code."
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7. Which did you believe to be the least effective and why?

The least liked program was "Amendments to the Uniform

Commercial Code."

8. How would you compare the effectiveness of TV versus other

media in continuing legal education?

About three-fourths of the lawyers felt that TV is either

"better than" or "about the same." The main reason given was

that it was convenient to watch and better prepared.

9. Have you obtained study notes offered by SU School of Law?

About a quarter of the lawyers had obtained the study notes.

Have you found them valuable?

Almost all lawyers who obtained the notes found them

valuable.

10. Would periodic study group sessions keyed to the programs

broadcast appeal to you?

About three-fourths of the lawyers answered yes.

If "yes", what type?

About half preferred regular seminars.

11. How often would you attend such discussion meetings if they

were nearby?

About half of the lawyers answered "once a month."

12. How would you rate the caliber of instruction, quality of

TV presentation, use of teaching aids, and program scheduling?
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Please list any suggestions for improvement of the presentation.

Most of the lawyers said that the shows were either good

or excellent.

13. Please list the subjects that would be of greatest interest

to you in a future TV series on the law?

Estates, criminal law, trial, appeal, taxes, and real

estates were suggested by over half the lawyers.

14. What area of law constitutes your major legal activity?

Estates, trusts, real estate, criminal law, trial, appeal,

and corporations were the areas listed by over half of the

lawyers.

15. In what aspect of law does your greatest interest lie?

The greatest interest for half of the lawyers was in

estates, trusts, criminal law, trial, appeal, or real estate.
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CODE: / represents 3%

1. In the past year, have you seen any continuing legal

education TV programs?

YES

NO

WMAMMAARAMAAAM,

WWWWWWWFAMMAMM,

BASE 100%; 358

48%

52%

Of the lawyers answering this question, approximately

one-half have, at one time or another, viewed the legal

education TV programs.

If you have viewed these programs, how many?

ONE OR TWO

HALF DOZEN

TEN OR MORE

MNTA Pi I WA /MA /IT

Wenri FM/ FA

rINIS

BASE 100%; 164

52%

36%

12%

Of those lawyers viewing the programs, only 12%

were consistent viewers, while 52% have viewed only one

or two programs.
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2. Where have you usually viewed these programs?

HOME

BAR MEETINGS

COURTHOUSE

OFFICE

Z27

Z7

BASE 100%: 143

79%

9%

6%

6%

Over three-fourths of the lawyers answering this

question watched the programs at home. The remaining

lawyers watched the programs at bar meetings, the

courthouse, or their offices.



3. Over what channel(s) have you seen them?

VHF

UHF

WKTV

WNED

WBEN

WRGB

Call letters not given

WOKR

WXXI

WMHT

WNYS

WBUF

WCNY

WNED

Call letters not given 1=7

CATV

Channel 17

Channel 2

Channel 24

75%

16%

16%

8%

8%

7%

7%

2%

11%

9%

4%

3%

1%

Channel unknown 17 1%

BASE 100%: 150
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3. con't

About three-fourths of the lawyers who answered

this question viewed the programs over UHF stations.

VHF networks were used about sixteen percent of the time,

and cable TV was used the remaining nine percent of the

time. Some of the lawyers who answered this question

were not sure over which station they viewed the programs.

Because of this, the percentages given are approximate.

1



4. How did you find out about the TV series?

COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION

TV PUBLICITY

CHANCE

COLLEGE BULLETIN

FRIEND RECOMMENDED

LAW JOURNAL

UNAWARE OF PROGRAMS

WUWAVACEPOWWUNMF

P WA IA EiirA IP'

WO/

FAI

r

UMW

BASE 100%: 251

Almost half of the lawyers who answered this ques-

tion found out about the TV series from the County Bar

Association. A quarter of the lawyers learned of the

TV series from TV publicity. Of the lawyers who answered,

11% were unaware of the programs, and the questionnaire

informed them about the programs.
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5. Do you feel the programs serve a specific need for

New York lawyers?

YES

NO w

4IA IA /A VI W I

BASE 100%: 223

93%

7%

Most of the lawyers who answered this question felt

that the programs do serve a specific need, and only 7%

felt that there is no need for the programs. Many of the

lawyers who had not viewed any programs still agreed that

the shows serve a specific need.
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6. Of the programs you have seen, which did you appreciate

the most and why?

AMENDMENTS TO THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE

GOOD PRESENTATION

FIELD OF PRACTICE

ESTATES, POWERS, AND TRUSTS

GOOD PRESENTATION

FIELD OF PRACTICE

THE NEW DIVORCE LAW

UNIFORM JUSTICE COURT ACT

GOOD PRESENTATION

FIELD OF PRACTICE

AMENDMENTS TO CIVIL PRACTICE
LAWS AND RULES

ALL PROGRAMS WERE GOOD

BASE 100%: 105 (multiple answers)

41%

17%

7%

23%

1%

6%

11%

10%

2% .

1%

3%

12%

About half of the lawyers appreciated the programs on

amendments to the Uniform Commercial Code the most. Of the

34% who made comments on the various programs, 20% said that

they appreciated the program because of the good presentation.

The remaining 14% appreciated the programs because it was con-

cerned with their particular field of practice.
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7. Of the programs you have seen, which did you believe to

be the least effective and why?

,
Only 7% of the lawyers felt that any of the programs

were least effective. Of the 7%, most felt that some of the

programs were too elementary. About a third of this group

felt that the program on Amendments to the Uniform Commercial

Code was the least effective. The 7% represent only twenty-

seven respondents.
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8. How would you compare

other media in continuing

BETTER THAN

ABOUT THE SAME

LESS EFFECTIVE

Of the lawyers answering

the effectiveness of

legal education?

r ArM 17

TV versus

41%

33%

26%

41% felt

r4f/ MATO

BASE 100%; 202

this question,

that TV is more effective than other media in continuing

legal education. About a quarter of the lawyers felt that

TV is less effective and the remaining 33% felt that TV

is about the same as other media.

If "better than" or "less effective", please comment.

"BETTER THAN"

RATHER WATCH THAN READ

CONVENIENT TO WATCH

WELL PLANNED, CONCISE

"LESS EFFECTIVE"

RATHER READ THAN WATCH

TOO ELEMENTARY

LACK OF DISCUSSION

CAN'T BE RECEIVED ON
ALL TV STATIONS

FA r"

WAIAMIAV

r.

/WM

14%

25%

9%

4%

15%

20%

3%
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HARD TO CONCENTRATE
ON TV 7%

PUBLIC WILL MISUNDER-
STAND PROGRAMS 2%

BASE 100%: 137 (multiple answers)

Of the lawyers who answered question 8(b), about half

commented on why the programs were "better than" and about

half commented on why TV was "less effective" than other

media of instruction. Many lawyers listedluore than one reason

why the programs were effective or ineffective. Note that

the 26% of the lawyers who answered "less effective" to ques-

tion 8(a) account for about half the comments in 8(b).

The lawyers who thought the shows were "better than" other

media mostly liked TV because it was available at home at times

when they could watch it. The lawyers who thought the programs

were less effective than other media mostly felt that classroom

lectures were better because they go more deeply into the topic

and there is discussion afterwards.
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9. Have you obtained ctudy notes offered by SU school of

law?

YES

NO

~Amy
FMAIP.MAIMArArm/m114/7

BASE 100%:301

About a quarter of the lawyers answering question 9

have obtained the study notes.

23%

77%

Have you found them valuable?

YES 92%

NO ZZ7 8%

BASE 100%:63

Most of the lawyers who obtained the study notes thought

that they were valuable. Those who didn't find the notes

valuable answered no mostly because the notes were sent to them

after the program had been viewed.
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10. Would periodic study group sessions keyed to the programs

broadcast appeal to you?

YES

NO

!WA Pr WA I WWI I !WM

BASE 100%: 275

72%

28%

About three quarters of the lawyers answering this ques-

tion felt that periodic study group sessions would appeal to

them. Some of the lawyers who answered this question had not

viewed any of the programs, but were still interested in the

group sessions.

If "yes", what type?

INFORMAL DISCUSSION

REGULAR SEMINARS

FOLLOW-UP LECTURES

17%

45%

38%

BASE 100%; 232 (multiple answers)

About half of the lawyers answering this question

in favor of regular seminars and over a third of the lawyers

were in favor of follow-up lectures. Some of the lawyers

were in favor of more than one type, which is why 232 lawyers

answered 10b and only 198 answered "yes" to 10a.
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11. How often would you attend such discussion meetings if

they were nearby?

NEVER

ONCE A WEEK

TWICE A MONTH

ONCE A MONTH lz 22: z z =z77
BASE 100%: 207

16%

14%

21%

49%

Of the lawyers answering this question, about half

said that they would attend once a month, and 16% said that

they would never attend.
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12. How would you rate the caliber of instruction, quality

of TV presentation, use of teaching aids, and program scheduling?

Please list any suggestions for improvement of the presentation.

EXCELLENT

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

WZMOM
A /MOM Y

r

BASE 100%; 110

34%

47%

11%

8%

Of the lawyers who answered this question about 81%

felt that the programs were rather good or excellent and

19% felt the programs were rather poor or fair.

COMNENTS:

CALIBER OF INSTRUCTION

TOO ELEMENTARY

PANEL DISCUSSIONS
BETTER

GOOD

POOR

USE OF TEACHING AIDS

MORE VISUAL AIDS

34%

11%

I
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PROGRAM SCHEDULING

TOO EARLY

TOO LATE

SATURDAYS BEST

MORE ADVANCE
NOTICE

POOR

MISCELLANEOUS

NO OPPORTUNITY
FOR QUESTIONS

7%

-21-

[RAISE PUBLIC IMAGE
OF LAWYER

5%

5%

3%

2%

2%

4%

SHOWS VARY
4%

BASE 100%: 73 (multiple answers)

Few of the lawyers commented on their'rating. Those

lawyers that did comment usually made more than one comment.

Thus, 73 comments express the views of less than 73 lawyers.

Of the lawyers who commented, over half felt that the caliber

of instruction should be improved and 16% felt the programs

had poor scheduling. Few of the lawyers who rated the programs

goo or excellent made comments explaining why they had done

SO
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13. Please list the subjects that would be of greatest

interest to you in a future TV series on the law?

ESTATES, TRUSTS

CRIMINAL LAW, TRIA
APPEAL

TAXES

REAL ESTATE

BUSINESS

CORPORATIONS

NEW LAWS

PROBATE

DOMESTIC RELATIONS

TORTS

FINANCE

MISCELLANEOUS

A IAMO

BASE 100%: 524 (multiple answers)

19%

13%

10%

9%

8%

8%

7%

6%

5%

4%

3%

8%

The 369 lawyers who returned the questionnaire listed

524 subjects that would be of greatest interest to them in a

future TV series on the law. About half of the lawyers were

interested in estates, trusts, criminal law, trial, appeal,

taxes, or real estate. The subjects with less interest were

finance, torts, and domestic relations.
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14. What area of law constitutes your major legal activity?

ESTATES, TRUSTS 16%

REAL ESTATE 14%

CRIMINAL LAW, TRIAL
APPEAL 'Amur 12%

CORPORATIONS 12%

TORTS Utfir 11%

GENERAL PRACTICE um, 8%

BUSINESS UF 6%

PROBATE rff
6%

FINANCE 117
5%

TAXES 5%

DOMESTIC RELATIONS 3%

MISCELLANEOUS fr 2%

BASE 100%: 623 (multiple answers)

65% of the lawyers who answered this question replied

that estates, real estate, trial, corporation law, or torts

constituted their major legal activity. The chart is self

explanatory, listing the areas in order of decreasing per-

centages. Some lawyers listed more than one area which

accounts for the base of 623.
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15. In what aspect of law does your greatest interest lie?

ESTATES, TRUSTS

CRIMINAL LAW, TRIAL
APPEAL

REAL ESTATE

TORTS

CORPORATIONS

PROBATE

BUSINESS

TAXES

GENERAL PRACTICE

DOMESTIC RELATIONS

FINANCE

MISCELLANEOUS

WA WM

BASE 100%: 459 (multiple answers)

22%

15%

14%

9%

8%

7%

6%

5%

3%

3%

2%

6%

Many of the lawyers who answered this question listed

more than one aspect of law that was their greatest interest.

This is why the base in the question is 459. The various

aspects are listed in decreasing order. That is, the most

popular on top and the least popular at the bottom.



STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
SCHOOL OF LAW

SURVEY OF NEW YORK ATTORNEYS-1967

1. In the past year, have you seen any Continuing Legal Education
TV programs, such as "BEHIND THE LAW"?

( ) Yes ( ) No If "Yes", about how many?
( ) One or more ( ) Half dozen ( ) Ten or more Please check

one

2. Where have you usually viewed these programs? ( ) Office
( ) Home

3. Over what channel(s) have you seen them?

VHF UHF CATV cable system
(PlFase give call letters ) (inalcate channel)

4. How did you find out about the TV series?

( ) County Bar Association ( ) Law Journal Publication
( ) TV Publicity ( ) State University College

Bulletin
( ) Friend Recommended ( ) Chanced upon programs

c. Do you feel the programs serve a specific need for New York
attorneys?

( ) Yes ( ) No

6. Of the programs you have viewed, which did you appreciate the
most and why

7. Which did you believe to be the least effective and why

8. How would you compare effectiveness of TV vs. other media in
Continuing Legal Education?
( ) Better than ( ) About the same ( ) Less effective

If "Better than" or "Less effective", please comment

9. Have you obtained the study notes offered by the State University
School of Law?

( ) Yes ( ) No If "Yes", did you find them valuable?
( ) Yes ( ) No
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10. Would periodic study group sessions keyed to the programs
broadcast appeal to you?

( ) Yes ( ) no If "Yes", what type?

( ) Informal Discussion with Fellow Attorneys
( ) Regular Seminars under State University School of Law

Guidance
( ) Follow-up lectures by Respresentatives of the Law College or

other legal specialists.

11. How often would you attend such discussion meetings if they were
nearby?

( ) Never ( ) Once a week ( ) Twice a month ( ) Once a
month

12. How would you rate the caliber of instruction, quality of TV
presentation, use of teaching aids, and program scheduling?
Please list any suggestions for improvement of presentation.

13. Please list the subjects that would be of greatest interest to
you in future TV series on the Law:

14. What area of law constitutes your major legal activity?

15. In what aspect of law does your greatest personal interest lie?

Name

Firm

Address

Age

An addressed envelope is enclosed for return
of the questionnaire.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

State University of New York
School of Law


